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SELECTIONS OF MULTIFUNCTIONS OF TWO VARIABLES 

BIAGIO RICCERI 

0. Introduction. Let T, X, Y be three non-empty sets and F be a multi
function from T x X into Y. Then we may ask whether there exists a 
selection of F having a certain type of regularity with respect to the first 
variable and a certain other with respect to the second one. In practice, 
one provides the sets T, X, Y with some measurable or topological or 
even algebraic structures to consider types of regularity as measurability, 
continuity, belonging to some Baire class and so on. In particular, it is 
interesting to find Carathéodory's selections. Recently, in [1], we have 
given a contribution to this problem. 

The aim of the present paper is to show how the technique of proof 
used in [1] can be formalized in such a manner as to obtain, in a unified 
way, several results about our present and more general problems. Thus, 
as corollaries of a unique abstract theorem (Theorem 2.1), two specified 
versions of the results of [1] are obtained as well as improvements in 
several directions of some remarkable particular cases of the results con
tained in [2] and [3]. We want also to stress that some theorems we 
derive from Theorem 2.1 provide, as their consequences, new results on 
selections of class a on T x X (0 ^ a < coi) of the given multifunction 
F, in the case where T, X, Y are topologized. In particular, if a = 0, we 
don't assume that the product space T x X is normal. 

The present paper has four sections. §1 is devoted to the notations used 
and to the definitions which are needed in order to state Theorem 2.1. 
This result is proved in §2. In §3 we explain the definitions put in §1. 
Finally, in §4 we present several consequences of Theorem 2.1 which 
differ from one another in some remarkable feature of topological nature. 
We conclude by establishing, as an application of a result previously 
obtained, an existence theorem on differential inclusions in Banach spaces 
which extends Theorem 2 of [3]. 

1. Notations and definitions. For every set A ^ 0 , we denote by 0>(A) 
the family of all subsets of A and by 2A the family 0>(A)\{0}. Given two 
sets A', A" T̂  0 , we denote by SF(A\ A") the set of all functions from 
A' into A". Given two sets B, C ^ 0 and given F e ^(B, 2C) (resp., 
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Fe^(B, 0>(C))), we say that F is a multifunction (resp., generalized 
multifunction) from B into C and, for every A G 2B and every Q e 0>(C), 
we put F(A) = [jtŒA F(t) and F~(Q) = {t e B: F(t) f| 0 * 0 } . Moreover, 
we put ST(F) = {/s&(B, C): /(f) e F ( 0 VteB}. The elements of ^ ( F ) 
are called the selections of F. 

Given a generalized metric space (2, d) (that is d(x, y) can be + oo for 
some x, y e 2), for every xe 2,0, Q' G 22 and r G R+, we put : Kd(Q, r) = 
{y G 2 : 3Z G Q: d(y, z) < r}; Kd(0, r) = {y G 2 : 3z G 0: d(y, z) g r}; 
rf(x, 0') = inf {(</(*, j ; ) : j ;6Û '} . 

Given a set D # 0 and a generalized metric space (2', d'), we will 
always consider tF{D, 2') equipped with the usual generalized metric 
Pd(f> g) = suptŒDd'(f(t), g(t)) for every f, ge ^(D, 2'). Moreover, for 
every g G 2&{D), we put 

PAD, 2') = {/6 ^ ( A 2') : f-K^x, r)) G # Vx G /(D), Vr G *+} ; 

J^(Z), 2*') = (F G &(D, 22') : F~(Kd,(x, r)) e g Vx G Ft!)), Vr G 7?+} ; 

# X A V) = { F e ^ ( ö , 2*'): F~(Kdf(x, r)) egVxe F(D), Vr G /?+}. 

If D is a topological space and ê is the family of all open subset of D, 
then !Fê(P, 21') (resp., ^ > ( A 2')) is the set of all lower semicontinuous 
(resp., continuous) multifunctions (resp., functions) from D into 2'. If ê 
is the family of all closed subset of D, then #>(/), 2Z') is the set of all 
pseudo-upper semicontinuous multifunctions from D into 2'. If S is the 
family of all Borei subsets of D of additive class a, with 0 ^ a < coi, 
and if 2' is separable, then tFê(D, 22') (resp., ^(D, 2")) is the set of all 
multifunctions (resp., functions) from D into 2' of lower class a (resp., 
of class a:). If S is a <j-algebra and if 2' is separable, then !Fg{p, 2s') 
(resp., J«v(A ^")) is t n e s e t of a ^ ^-measurable multifunctions (resp., 
functions) from D into 2". Moreover, if D and F are two topological 
spaces, F G ^(D, £P(E)) is said to be an upper semicontinuous generalized 
multifunction if the set F~(T) is closed for every closed set T ü F. 

Given a set Z>' =£ 0 and a vector space 2i, we will regard ^(Df, 2i) 
as a vector space in the usual way. Moreover, if 2\ is a normed space, 
we will consider 2\ with the metric induced by the norm and we put 

&ÀD', 21) = {/e^(Z>\ 2 0 : sup,ŒD, ||/(0II < +00} 

and U/H, = sup^D, | |/(r)| | for every fs&JJ)', 2X). 
We now give three definitions which are explained in §3. In these defini

tions it is always understood that A, B are two non-empty sets and that 
(2, d) is a generalized metric space. 

DEFINITION 1.1 Let ^ G 2 ^ ' J ) and Fe^(A, 22). We say that the 
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multifunction Fis ^-stable if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(i)^(F)n ^ # 0 ; 

(ii) for every £ , r e R + and every / G sé such that F(a) f| Kd(f(d), r) ^ 0 
for all a e A, there exists g e sé such that g(a)eF(a) fl Kd(f(a), r + e) for 
all a e ,4. 

DEFINITION 1.2. Let sé G 2*u>2\ S>e2^B) and {Fa}aŒA be a family of 
multifunctions from B into i7. We say that the multifunctions of the family 
{Fa}aŒA are equi-regular with respect to the pair (sé, é) if for every / e 
sé and every r e R + the set 

U PI F7{KAf(fl), r - e)) 
£ Œ ] 0, r [ aŒA 

belongs to ê. 

DEFINITION 1.3. Let 

^ G 2 ^ W \ 

ê e 2^{B\ ®, <$ G 0>(0>(B)). We say that the quadruple (^, ê, ®, &) 
satisfies property (P) if for every He & fl &Jß> 23F{A>Z)\ every Z> G ^ 
and every he#>(H\D) ft &JD(D, &(A, 2)), where SD = {Ee 0>(D): 
3E*e£: E = E* () D}, there exists h G y(H) Ç] &9{B9 &(A, 2)) such 
that, for every fixed as A, the function b -> h(b)(a) belongs to <^>(i?5 2) 
and h\D = h. 

Finally, given ê G 2^{B) and a family {ga}a(=A of functions belonging to 
SFg(B> 2), we say that these functions are equi-belonging to ^S(B, 2) if 
the function defined h by putting for every b G B, h(b) = g(-, b), where 
g(a, b) = ga(b), belongs to &Jß9 &(A, 2)). 

2. The main abstract result. Our main abstract result is the following 
theorem. 

THEOREM 2.1. Let A, B be two non-empty sets, (2, d) be a generalized 
metric space, sée2^>z\ ® G 2^B> 2S*iA' 2)\ ê G 2^B\ 9, & G 0>(0>(B)\ 
G G &(A x B, 22). Suppose that: 

(a) for every bsB, the multifunction G(-, b) is sé-stable \ 
(jS) the multifunction H defined by putting H(b) = S?(G(-, b)) fi sé for 

every b e B, belongs to 0&\ 
(y) the multifunctions of the family {G(a, • )}a(=A

 are equi-regular with 
respect to the pair (sé, $) ; 

(ö) the quadruple (&, ê, Q), &) satisfies property (P). 
Under such hypotheses, for every D e <3 and every cp G ^(G\AXD) such 

that <p(-,b) G sé for allb G D and that the functions of the family {<p(a, • )}aÇEA 

are equi-belonging to tFjD(D, 2) there exists g G S?(G) such that: 
(a') for every b e B, the function g(-, b) belongs to sé ; 
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(j3') the functions of the family {g(a, -)}a^A are equi-belonging to 

vjp> 2); 
(f) S\AXD = <p-

PROOF. Let us prove that the multifunction H, defined in (/3), belongs 
to &€(B, 1st). To this end, let 0 G H(B) and r G R+. It is easily seen that 

H-(Kpd(fa r)) 
(1) = {beB:lfae^9ee]09r[: 

fa (a) G G(a9 b) (] Kd(faa)9 r - e)\/ae A}. 

Fix £ * G ] 0 , r[ and Z>* G f]aŒA G~{Kd{^{a)9 r - e*)). Since 0 e,«/, 
by (a), it follows that there exists fa est? such that fa(à) G G(a9 6*) f| 
Kd(faa)9 r - e*/2) for every aeA. From this fact and from (1) it follows 
that 

(2) H-(Kpd(fa r)) = U fi Gâ(Kaifaa), r - e)). 
ee]0,rC a^A 

Now, our claim follows from the fact that the set on the right-hand side 
of (2), by (7-), belongs to g. 

At this point, let D e 9 and let h G ^JD{D9 &(A9 2)) be such that 
<p(a, b) = h(b)(a) for every aeA9beD. Since p G S?(G\AXD) and ç(-9 b)e 
stf for every è G Z), we have that h G £f(H\D). But then, as the quadruple 
(^, g, 9, &) satisfies property (P), there exists h G y(H) fi <^>(# ^ ) 
such that, for every fixed a e i , the function b -> h(b)(a) belongs to 
^e(B9 2) and h\D = Ä. If we put g(a, è) = h(b)(a) for every (a, è) G ^ x 5, 
the function g has the desired properties. 

3. Explanations of Definitions 1.1, 1.2, 1.3. In this section we establish 
some results which explain the definitions put in §1. We shall use the 
same notations. With regard to Definition 1.1 the following proposition 
is useful. 

PROPOSITION 3.1. Let ^ G 2 M and F9 Ge&^A, 22). Let one of the 
following two conditions be satisfied: 

(a) A is a topological space and & is the family of all open subsets of A. 
(ß) F(A) and G(A) are separable and & is closed under finite intersection 

and countable union. 
Then, if r G R+ is such that Ir(a) = F(a) fl Kd(G(a)9 r) # 0 far every 

aeA9 we have Ir G !Fm(A9 21). 

PROOF. The proof is exactly that of Proposition 2.1 of [1]. We include 
it here for the sake of completeness. Put P(d) = F(a) x G(a) for every 
a eA. Then, for every Q'', Q" G 21, we have 

(3) P-(Q' x Q") = F-(Q') fi G-((T). 
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Moreover, for every û G 22, we have 

(4) I-{Q) = />-({(*, y) G F(A) x G(A): d(x, y) < r) f] (Q x 2)). 

The assertion follows from (3) and (4), since any open set in F(A) x G(A) 
is the union of a family (countable if (ß) holds) of sets of type Q' x Q", 
with Q', Q" open sets, respectively, in F(A) and G(A). 

We now establish the following result. 

PROPOSITION 3.2. Let @ e 2^A) and F G &®(A, 2Z). Let one of the follow-
ing two sets of conditions be satisfied: 

(a) A is a paracompact topological space; & is the family of all open 
subsets of A; Z is a subset of A, with dim^Z) ^ 0; 2 is a Banach space, 
ifA 7̂  Z;the set F(a) is closed (resp., complete, if'A = Z)for every as A 
and convex for every aeA\Z. 

(ß) F(A) is separable; there exists 9£ e2^{A\ closed under finite union 
and difference, such that, @ = {D G 0>(A): 3{Z)W}, Dn G 9C V n e N, : D = 
\J^=\Dn}; the set F(a) is complete for every a e A, 
Then, if we put 

p^,^) if (a) holds, 
\{fz &<M> 2): f(A) is separable) if (ß) holds, 

the multifunction F is sé-stable. 

REMARK. dimA(Z) ^ 0 means that dim(T) ^ 0 for every Te0>(Z) 
which is closed in A, where dim(T) denotes the covering dimension of T. 

PROOF. First, we notice that for any G e ^{A, 2s), if we put G*(a) = 
G(a) for every a G A, we have G~(Q) = G*~(Q) for every open set û i l 
Now, let r G R+ and fé sé be such that Ir(a) = F(a) f] Kd(f(a), r) # 0 
for every a e A. By Proposition 3.1, in any case, the multifunction Ir, 
and so also /*, belongs to &m(A, 21). Clearly, I*(a) g F(a) f] Kd(f(a), r). 
Now, our assertion follows from Theorem 1.1 of [4], if (a) holds, or from 
Theorem 3.2 of [5], if (/3) holds. In particular, if (a) holds and if A = Z, 
take into account footnote 2 of [4] and observe that Theorem 2 of [6] 
remains valid for any lower semicontinuous multifunction, with complete 
values, from a space as our A into a (generalized) metric space. 

Another result about Definition 1.1 is the following proposition. 

PROPOSITION 3.3. Let A be an extremally disconnected Hausdorff topolo-
logical space, & the family of all open subsets of A and F an upper semi-
continuous multifunction from A into 2, with compact values. 

Then, the multifunction F is ^^{A, 2)-stable. 
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PROOF. Given r e R+ a n d / e ^^(A, 2), put Gr(a) = Kd{f(a), r) for every 
û G ^ . W e have G~(Q) = f-\Kd(Q, r)) for every Ûe2*. Thus, the multi
function Gr is upper semicontinuous. If I'r(a) = F{a) Ç] Gr(a) ^ 0 for 
every a e A, by Theorem 1 on p. 180 of [7], the multifunction Vr is upper 
semicontinuous. Now, our assertion follows from Theorem 1.1 of [8]. 

Consider now Definition 1.2. With regard to this definition, a first 
result is the following proposition. 

PROPOSITION 3.4. Let B be a topological space, ê the family of all open 
subsets ofB, sé'e 2^iAiI), {Fa}aŒA a family of multifunctions from B into 
2 such that, for every b e B, the multifunction a -> Fa(b) is sé'-stable. 
Suppose, furthermore, that for every b e B and every selection <p of the 
multifunction a -> Fa(b) belonging to sé, one has 

(5) lim sup d(<p(a), Fa(c)) = 0. 
c-b aŒA 

Under such hypotheses, the multifunctions of the family {Fa}aŒA are 
equi-regular with respect to the pair (sé, ê). 

PROOF. Given/e sé and r e R+, fix è G (JeeE]0> r[ f]aeAF-(Kd(f(a% r - e)). 
Therefore, there exists 5* e ]0, r[ such that Fa(b) f] Kd(f(a), r - e*) ï 0 
for every a e A. Since the multifunction a -> Fa(b) is ^-stable, there exists 
cp e sé such that <p(a) e Fa(b) fl Kd{f{a), r - e') for every a e A, where 
e' e ]0, £*[. By (5), there exists a neighbourhood V of b such that d(<p(a), 
Fa(c)) < e'ß for every e e V, a e A. Fix ceV, äeA. Let .y e Fä(c) be 
such that d((p(ä), y) < e'ß. Since d(<p(ä), f(ä)) < r - e', we have d(y, f(ä)) 
< r — e'ß and so y e Fä(c) f| Kd(f(ä), r - e'ß). Thus, we have proved 
that the neighbourhood F of è is contained in the set (Jee]o,r[ C\a^A 
F~(Kd(f(a), r — e)) which, therefore, is open. 

It is easy to check that condition (5) is certainly satisfied whenever A 
is finite and each Fa is lower semicontinuous. 

Still with regard to Definition 1.2 we have the following result. 

PROPOSITION 3.5. Let S, <g* e 2^B\ with <g* g ê and g closed under 
countable union, and let {Fa}aŒA be a family of multifunctions from B into 
2, with Fa e Jv(J5, 21) U &y*(B, 21) for every a e A. Moreover, let one 
of the following two sets of conditions be satisfied: 

(a) For every family {Et)iŒl in &*, one has p|,-e / is, e <f ; 
(ß) For every sequence {En} in &*, one has f)%Li Ene£;Ais a separable 

topological space-, there exists a topology z' on 2 such that: (i) 2 is 
z''-normal; (ii) every set Fa(b) and every closed ball of 2 are z'-closed; (iii) 
for every b e B, the multifunction a -> Fa(b) is z'-upper semicontinuous. 

Under such hypotheses, if we put 
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={ '&(A, 2) if {a) holds, 

[fe ^(A, 2): fis d-continuous) if(ß) holds, 

the multifunctions of the family {Fa}aÇ=A are equi-regular with respect to the 
pair (stf, ê). 

PROOF. Given A'e2A, put A[ = {a e A': Fa e Jv(J5 , 22)}. Given 
fe ^{A, 2) and r e R+, for every n e N such that n ^ [I/A*] + 1, put 

G() = iKd(f(alr~~ m ÌfaeA{ 

nW \Kd(f(a),r- 1/n) if a e A'\A[. 

We have 

(6) U H Fä(Kä(f(a), r-e))= (J f| ^ ( G - t o ) . 
£<E]0,r[ « e i l ' «= [^ ]+ l * ^ 4 ' 

Now, if (a) holds, our claim follows immediately from (6), by taking 
A' = A. Suppose that (ß) holds. Consider a countable dense set D Ü A. 
Given / e j / and r e R+, we claim that 

(7) U D WÀfifi), r-e))= (J D W-C/W» r - è)). 
= ] 0 , r [ û E i £<=]0, r[ ceZ? 

Obviously, the set on the left-hand side of (7) is contained in that on the 
right-hand side. We show the opposite inclusion. Therefore, let b0e B 
and e* e ]0, r[ such that Fa(b0) fl Kd{f(a), r - e*) ¥> 0 for every a e D. 
From our hypotheses and from Theorem 1 on p. 180 of [7], it follows 
that the generalized multifunction a -> Fa(b0) fl Kd{f{a), r — e*) is %'-
upper semicontinuous in A. By this fact and since D is dense in A, it fol
lows that Fa(b0) fi Kd(f(a), r - e*) ^ 0 for every a e A, and so b0 be
longs to the set on the left-hand side of (7). Finally, our thesis follows 
from (6) and (7), by taking A' = D. 

Consider, finally, Definition 1.3. We have the following result. 

PROPOSITION 3.6. Let one of the following three sets of conditions be 
satisfied: 

(a) B, <f, Z, 2 are, respectively, as A, g%, Z, 2 in(cc) of Proposition 3.2; 
® = {H e &(B, 2^A>2)): H(B) g &;(A, 2) if B * Z andH(b) is closed 
(resp., complete, if B = Z)for every be B and convex for every b e B\Z} ; 
Q) = {D e 2B: D is closed}', & = £. 

(ß) B is a paracompact topological space which, moreover, is either 
separable or a-compact; <% = {He^(B, 2^{AiI)): H(b) is complete for 
every b e B} ; $, <& are as in (a) ; & is the additive class 1 of Borei subsets 
ofB. 

ir) & = {H e &(B, 2^A^Y H(B) is separable and H(b) is complete 
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for every beB};^ is as 0t in (ß) of Proposition 3.2; 9 = {Dee: B\D e 

Under such hypotheses, the quadruple (ß, g, 9, &) satisfies property (P) 

PROOF. Given he^(B, &(A9 2)) and äeA, put hä(b) = h(b)(a) for 
every be B. Moreover, given z0e2 and r e R+, for every b e B, put 

(z0 if a = ä, 
fb^ [h(b)(a) ifa*ä9aeA. 

We have 

(8) ki\KAz* r)) = U h~KKPd(fh r)). 
bŒB 

Suppose now that h(B) is separable. Denote by {<pn} a sequence dense 
in h(B) and put 

s , \ (zo if * = 5 
^w(fl) if a # a, Ö G A 

In this case, we have 
oo 

(9) hj\Kd(z0, r)) = U h~KK9d(fn, r)). 

Now, let He @ f\ &S{B, 2 * ^ « ) , £ e S> and h ^( / / |o ) fi 
5*>D(D, J F ^ , ^)). Put 

Hl(b) - \{h(b)} ifbeD. 

Plainly, for every Q e 0>(ïF{A, 2)), we have 

(io) jïr(û) = [jy-(0) n (*\/>)] u Ä-i(fl). 
In any case, Hi e 8ß f| !F#{B, 23F{A>2)). Precisely, this follows from 
Example 1.3* of [9], if (a) or (ß) holds, or from (10), if (r) holds. Now, 
suppose that (a) or (7-) holds. Then, respectively by Theorem 1.1 of [4] 
of by Theorem 3.2 of [5], we have <9%#i) fl &ÂB> ̂ (A> 2)) ¥> 0 . There
fore, in these two cases, to finish the proof it suffices to take into account 
(8) or (9), respectively. Suppose now that (ß) holds. By Theorem 1.1 of 
[10], there exist H2, H3 e &(B, 2^A>I)\ with H2 e ^(B, 2^(A>S)) and H3 

upper semicontinuous, such that, for every b e B, the sets H2(b), H^{b) 
are compact and H2{b) E H3(b) E H^b). The set H2(B) is, therefore, 
separable. Precisely, this follows from Proposition 2.2 of [1], if B is sepa
rable, or from Theorem 3 on p. 116 of [11] if B is ^-compact. By Theorem 
2 of [12], there exists h e £f(H2) f| ^&(B, &(A9 2)). In particular, h e 
Sf{H{) and h(B) is separable. Now, the thesis follows from (9). 
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4. Consequences of Theorem 2.1 and remarks. In the present section, 
by using the preceding propositions, we shall derive several consequences 
of Theorem 2.1. We give here their statements one after the other, while 
various remarks on them will be made at the end. In the sequel, the 
meaning of T, X, Y, F is that of the Introduction. 

In the next five theorems A" is a paracompact topological space, Z is a 
subset of X, with dim^Z) ^ 0, and F is a Banach space or simply a 
metric one provided that X = Z and, in Theorem 4.4, T = S. 

THEOREM 4.1. Let (T, ST) be a measurable space. Suppose that: 
(1) the set F(t, x) is closed (resp. complete, if X = Z) for every (t, x) e 

T x X and convex for every (t, x) e T x (X\Z); 
(2) for every x e X, the set F(T, x) is separable and, if X ^ Z, also 

bounded, the multifunction F( •, x) is ^-measurable and for each of its 
ST-measurable selections <fi, one has 

(11) lim sup d(</>(t), F(t, Ö) = 0 

Under such hypotheses, for every closed set D E X and every (p e 
Sf(F\TxD) such that, for all x e D, the function <p(-, x) is ST-measurable 
and that the functions of the family {<p(t, -)}^r are equi-continuous, there 
exists f e £f (F) such that: 

(Y) for every x e X, the function f(-, x) is &~-measurable; 
(2') the functions of the family {f(t, -)}tŒT are equi-continuous; 

Of)f\rxD = <p-

PROOF. Apply Theorem 2.1 by taking: A = T; B = X; 2 = Y; stf = 
{0G Jv(T> Y): </>(T) i s separable and, if X # Z, also bounded}; @ = 
{He^(X, 2^T>Y)): H(X) g tf and H(x) is closed (resp., complete, if 
X = Z) for every x e X and convex for every x e X\Z] ; & = {E e 0>(X) : 
Eis open}; @ = {D e 0>(X): D is closed}; ^ = ê\ G = F. 

With these choices, it is possible to check that the hypotheses of Theo
rem 2.1 are satisfied. Precisely, conditions (a), (f), (ô) follow, respectively, 
from Proposition 3.2 (part ß), from Proposition 3.4 and from Proposition 
3.6 (part a). Condition (ß) is obvious. Our result follows then from that 
of Theorem 2.1. 

THEOREM 4.2. Let (T, $~) be a measurable space, Tbeing finite. Suppose 
that: 

(1) the set F(t, x) is closed (resp., complete, if X = Z) and separable 
for every (t, x) e T x X and convex for every (t, x) G T x (X\Z); 

(2) for every x e X, the multifunction F(-, x) is ST-measurable-, 
(3) for every t e T, the multifunction F(t, •) is lower semicontinuous. 
Under such hypotheses, the conclusion of Theorem 4.1 holds. 
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PROOF. The proof follows the same pattern of that of Theorem 4.1. 
Take also into account the remark after Proposition 3.4. 

THEOREM 4.3. Let T be a perfectly normal topological space. Suppose 
that the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 are satisfied, with "of lower class a:" 
and "of class a" (a > 0), respectively referred to F(-, x) and <fi, instead of 
"&~-measurable". 

Then, the conclusion of Theorem 4.1 holds, with "of class a" instead of 
"<7~-measurable". Theorefore, if T and X are metrizable, the function fis 
of class a + 1 on T x X. 

PROOF. The proof follows the same pattern of that of Theorem 4.1. In 
particular, in applying Proposition 3.2 (part (ß)), we must assume as °£ 
the family of all Borei subsets of T which are ambiguous of class a (see 
[7], p. 347). Thus, since Tis perfectly normal, <% is the additive class a (see 
also [13], p. 401). The last assertion of our theorem follows from Theorem 
2 on p. 378 of [7]. 

THEOREM 4.4. Let T be a paracompact topological space and S be a 
subset ofT, with dim^S) ^ 0. Suppose that: 

(1) the set F(t, x) is closed (resp., complete, if T = S and X = Z) and 
convex for every (t, x) e [(T x (X\Z)) \J ((T\S) x Z)]; 

(2) for every x e X, the set F(T, x) is bounded provided that X ^ Z, 
the multifunction F( •, x) is lower semicontinuous and for each of its con
tinuous selections </>, one has (11). 

Under such hypotheses, the conclusion of Theorem 4.1 holds, with "con
tinuous" instead of "^-measurable". Therefore, the function f is continuous 
onT x X. 

PROOF. The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 4.1. In particular, 
we must use part (a) of Proposition 3.2. The last part of the conclusion 
is immediate. 

THEOREM 4.5. Let Tbe an extremally disconnected Hausdorff topological 
space. Suppose that: 

(1) that set F(t, x) is compact for every {t, x) e T x X and convex for 
every(t,x)e T x (X\Z); 

(2) for every x e X, the set F(T, x) is bounded provided that X ^ Z, 
the multifunction F(-, x) is upper semicontinuous and for each of its con
tinuous selections cj), one has (11). Under such hypotheses, the conclusion 
of Theorem 4.4 holds. 

PROOF. The proof is exactly that of Theorem 4.4, except that we must 
use Proposition 3.3 instead of Proposition 3.2. 

In the next four theorems, X is a paracompact and perfectly normal 
topological space which is, furthermore, either separable or ^--compact, 
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and y is a metric space, except that, in Theorem 4.8, it is assumed to be 
a Banach space, if T ^ S. 

THEOREM 4.6. Let (T, &~) be a measurable space. Suppose that: 
(1) for every (t, x) e T x X, the set F(t, x) is complete; 
(2) for every xeX, the set F(T, x) is separable, the multifunction F(-, x) 

is <?-measurable and for each of its 3T-measurable selections (]>, one has (11). 
Under such hypotheses, the conclusion of Theorem 4.1 holds, with "the 

functions of the family {f(t, - ) } / e r are equi-belonging to the class 1" instead 
of(T) ofthat theorem. 

Moreover, the set {JxŒX {/(• > *)} & separable in ^(T, Y). 

PROOF. The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 4.1. In particular, 
after choices by now obvious in order to apply Theorem 2.1, we must 
use Proposition 3.6 (part (ß)), by taking into account also its proof to get 
the last part of our result. 

THEOREM 4.7. Let T be a pefectly normal topological space. Suppose 
that the hypotheses of Theorem 4.6 are satisfied, with "of lower class a" 
and "of class a" (a > 0), respectively referred to F(-, x) and $, instead of 
' ' ̂ -measurable' '. 

Then, the conclusion of Theorem 4.6 holds, with "of class a" instead of 
"&~-measurable". 

Moreover, the function f is of class a on T x X, provided that T, X 
are metrizable. 

PROOF. For the first part of the conclusion see the proofs of Theorems 
4.3 and 4.6. The second one follows from a more general result recently 
proved by Z. Grande in [17]. 

THEOREM 4.8. Let T, S be as in Theorem 4.4. Suppose that: 
(1) the set F(t, x) is closed (resp. complete, if T = S) for every (t, x) e 

T x X and convex for every (t, x) e (T\S) x X; 
(2) for every xeX, the multifunction F(-, x) is lower semicontinuous 

and for each of its continuous selections </>, one has (11). 
Under such hypotheses, the conclusion of Theorem 4.6 holds, with "con

tinuous" instead of "S/~-measurable". 
Moreover, the function f is of class 1 on T x X, provided that T, X 

are metrizable. 

PROOF. See the proofs of Theorems 4.4 and 4.7. 

THEOREM 4.9. Let Tbe as in Theorem 4.5. Suppose that: 
(1) for every (t, x) e T x X, the set F(t, x) is compact; 
(2) for every x e X, the multifunction F(-, x) is upper semicontinuous and 

for each of its continuous selection (p, one has (11). 
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Under such hypotheses, the conclusion of Theorem 4.8 holds. 

PROOF. See the proofs of Theorems 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7. 

In the next three theorems, Xis a compact metric space, with metric d'. 

THEOREM 4.10. Let (T, 3T\ Z, Y be as in Theorem 4.1, Y being also 
separable. Suppose that: 

(1) the set F(t, x) is closed (resp.9 complete, if X — Z) for every (t, x) G 
T x X and convex for every T x (X\Z); 

(2) for every x e X, the multifunction F(-, x) is ST-measurable ; 
(3) for every t G T, the multifunction F(t, •) is lower semicontinuous ; 
(4) there exists a topology z on X, stronger than the one induced by d', 

and a topology z' on F(T x X) such that: 
(i{) X is z-separable; 
(z2) F(T x X) is z'-normal', 
(/3) every closed ball in F(T x X) and every set F(t, x) are zf-closed', 
(h) for every t e T, the multifunction F(t, • ) is (z, z')-upper semicontinu

ous. 
Under such hypotheses, for every E G 3T and every cp G SP(F\ExX), such 

that, for all t e E, the function <p(t, •) is (d', || • \\)-continuous and that the 
functions of the family {<p( •, x)}x<=x are equi-S-measurable, there exists 
fe^(F) such that: 

(V)for every t e T, the function f(t, •) is (d\ || • \\)-continuous ; 
(2') the functions of the family {f(-,x)}xŒX

 are equi-3T-measurable-, 

PROOF. Apply Theorem 2.1 by taking: A = X; B = T; 2 = Y; 
s/ = {$ G &(X, F(T x X)): <f> is (df, || • ||Continuous ; ® = {H G 
&(T, 2*tx,Y)y H{T) is separable and H(t) is complete for every t G T}; 
£' = & = &=&-; G(x, t) = F(t, x) for every (x, t) e X x T. 

Thus, conditions (a) and (<?) of Theorem 2.1 follow, respectively, from 
Proposition 3.2 (part (a)) and from Proposition 3.6 (part (7-)). Condition 
(ß) follows from the Theorem on p. 244 of [7]. Finally, from Proposition 
3.5 (part (/3)), it follows that the multifunctions of the family {F(>, x)}x(=x 

are equi-regular with respect to the pair (stf', &~), where srf' = {(/>e 
!F(X, F(T x X)): 0 is (z, || • ||)-continuous}, and so, a fortiori, with respect 
to the pair (jtf, *r), being rf£/, Our result follows then from The
orem 2.1. 

THEOREM 4.11. Let T, Z, Y be as in Theorem 4.3, Y being also separable. 
Suppose that F satisfies conditions (1), (3), (4) of Theorem 4.10 and the 
following one: 

{2) for every xeX and every closed ball Q of Y the set {t e T: F(t, x) H 
Q # 0 } is of multiplicative class (a-\ a > 1). 
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Then, the conclusion of Theorem 4.10 holds, with E ambiguous of class 
a and with " equi-belonging to the class a" instead of "equi-$~-measurable". 
Therefore, if Tis metrizable, the function f is of class a on T x X. 

PROOF. The proof of the first part of the conclusion is exactly that of 
Theorem 4.10, except that, in applying Proposition 3.5 (part (ß)), we must 
assume, relatively to T, as S the additive class a and as ^* the multipli
cative class a - 1 ; moreover, in applying Proposition 3.6 (part (f)), ê is 
always the additive class a, <£ = ê, and Q> is the family of all ambiguous 
sets of class a. Let us prove now the second part of the conclusion. There
fore, let F be metrizable. For every teT, put g(t) = f(t, •)• Denote by 
C(X, Y) the set of all (d\ || • ||)-continuous functions from X into Y. More
over, put (f)(t, x) = (g(t), x) for every (t, x) e T x X, and o)(h, x) = h(x) 
for every (h, x) e C(X, Y) x X. Thus, we have/(f, x) = co((/>(t, x)). It is 
clear that the function co is continuous. Moreover, by Theorem V.l on p. 
377 and Theorem 1 on p. 382 of [7], the function cjj is of class a. Hence, 
our result follows from Theorem 2 on p. 376 of [7]. 

THEOREM 4.12. Let T, Z, Y be as in Theorem 4.11. Suppose that F satisfies 
conditions (1), (3) of Theorem 4.10 and the following one: 

(2) for every x e X, the multifunction F( •, x) is pseudo-upper semicon-
tinuous. 

Under such hypotheses, the conclusion of Theorem 4.11 holds with a = 1. 

PROOF. The proof is exactly that of Theorem 4.11, except that we must 
use part (a) of Proposition 3.5, by taking as ^* the family of all closed of T 

Now, we make various remarks on the preceding theorems. 

REMARK 4.1. Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 essentially specify the analogous 
results of [1]. 

REMARK 4.2. We don't know, in general, whether, by the equicontinuity 
of the functions of the family {f(t, -)}*e:r>tne function / i n the conclusion 
of Theorem 4.3 is actually of class a on T x X. In certain cases, this 
happens (see, for instance, [14], p. 241). 

REMARK 4.3. Observe that the Michael theory on continuous selections 
cannot be directly applied to obtain the existence of a continuous selec
tion of a multifunction F satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem. 4.4 or 
4.5. In fact, in Theorem 4.4, condition (2) implies that Fis lower semicon-
tinuous on T x X, but, as is well-known, the product T x X need not 
be paracompact. In Theorem 4.5, in general, F is neither lower semicon-
tinuous nor upper semicontinuous on T x X. 

REMARK 4.4. It is easily seen that, in Theorems 4.1-4.5, relation (11) 
is necessary, that is to say, it is implied by the conclusion. 
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REMARK 4.5. Observe that Theorem 2 of [2], when it is applied to multi-
functions r (our F) having weakly compact values and such that r(Q x T) 
(our F(T x X)) equipped with the weak topology is a normal space, 
becomes a particular case of Theorem 4.10. To see this, it suffices to 
apply Theorem 11.20 and Theorem III.30 of [15]. 

Observe, moreover, that, whenever X is countable, condition (4) of 
Theorem 4.10 is trivially satisfied, since as z we can take, in this case, 
the discrete topology on X and as z' the same topology induced by the 
metric on F(T x X). 

REMARK 4.6. Theorem 4.12 improves in several directions Theorem 1 
of [3], whenever Adjust our X) is a compact metric space. In particular, 
with regard to condition (2), it is clear that there are pseudo-upper semi-
continuous (even single-valued) multifunctions which are not upper 
semicontinuous. 

To conclude, as an application of Theorem 4.12, we present an existence 
theorem for differential inclusions in separable and reflexive Banach 
spaces, which, in the finite-dimensional case, reduces to an improved 
version of Theorem 2 of [3]. 

Let Bbe a separable and reflexive Banach space, x0 eB,t0eR,a,reR+, 
Fe^(I x Kd(x0, r), 2B), where / = [to, t0 + a]. 

Denote by d' a metric inducing on Kd(x0, r) the weak topology. 
We have the following result 

THEOREM 4.13. Let Z g (Kd(x0, r)), with 

dim (^Uo, r ) j r f0(Z) ^ 0. 

Suppose that: 
(1) the set F(t, x) is closed for every (t, x) e I x Kd(x0, r) and convex 

for every (t, x) e I x_(Kd(xQ, r)\Z); 
(2) the set F(I x Kd(x0, r)) is bounded; 
(3) for every xe X, the multifunction F(-, x) is pseudo-upper semicon

tinuous; 
(4)for every tel, the multifunction F(t, •) is (d\ \\-\\)-lower semicon

tinuous. 
Under such hypotheses, there exists ö > 0 and at least a strongly 

absolutely continuous function cp from [t0, t0 + d] into B, such that (p'(t) 
6 F(t, <p(t)) a.e. in [t0, t0 + fl, <p(t0) = x0. 

PROOF. It suffices to apply the Theorem on p. 438 of [16] to the 
Carathéodory selection f of F whose existence is assured by Theorem 
4.12. 
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